Research on
prospective new
U3A members
A research report into barriers to attending U3A for those who are
approaching retirement, without a degree
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

U3A is interested in understanding what would
motivate older adults in the UK (aged 55+) to find
out more about the organisation and get involved
in a local group.
Forster undertook qualitative and quantitative
research to help identify incentives for
involvement.
The main motivating factors included interest in
learning new skills in a group, keeping your brain
active, meeting new people and having fun.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

500 people aged 55-70 across the UK, retired and non-retired,
participated in a quantitative survey

Analysis explored data splits to identify patterns in demographic
groups which informed audience and topics for
qualitative interviews
Twelve participants were recruited for telephone interviews
(between the ages of 58-67, pre-retirement, without a degree) to
test indicative themes from quantitative research
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

A quarter of
respondents had had
heard of U3A

The majority of
respondents were
interested in joining a
group to learn or
develop a new skill in
retirement

Some respondents
were less interested
in a group because
they wanted to
pursue independent
learning or didn’t feel
they needed a new
skill

Those respondents
approaching
retirement generally
did not identify with
activities marketed at
those who are
already retired
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Many respondents saw
cost and time
commitments as a barrier
to attending regular
interest groups

Respondents were largely
interested in
opportunities to keep
their brain active, meet
new people and have fun

Respondents were most
interested in reading,
watching films and
listening to music
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Most respondents
researched information
online but also took
recommendations from
friends

Respondents perceived
that these groups were
largely attended by those
who are lonely, have
friends who already go, or
those who are already
retired

The survey showed that
the average amount a
respondent would pay for
an annual membership
for an interest group is
£16.82
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REACHING OUT TO NEW AUDIENCES
From analysis of quantitative and qualitative data, we
have identified five recommendations which could be
taken forward to influence actions taken by individual
U3As to attract new participants and for a future
communication strategy.
Recommendations to reach those who are retired
without a degree:
1)
2)

Focus on messaging around learning new skills - this
held most power to incentivise new participants
Don't lead with retirement as a key message to
attract younger audiences - prioritise messaging
around keeping your brain active through learning
new skills, staying healthy, keeping busy and meeting
new people

3)

Tap into existing apps, local community websites
and social media pages - as a way to reach a younger
audiences

4)

Offer pay-as-you-go sessions without membership
commitment - younger audiences wanted less
commitment and cost effective options for a busy
schedule

5)

Update the look and feel - people want to join
groups with like-minded people and people ‘like
them’. Promotional imagery needs to reflect younger
audiences
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REACHING OUT TO NEW AUDIENCES
1) Focus on messaging around learning new things
Positioning U3A as an accessible and practical way to
get involved in learning or developing a new skill will
incentivise new attendees who may not usually
consider this type of group.

•

All qualitative participants thought it was a good idea
to get together to learn to develop skills, but many
were currently too busy or felt groups were not
affordable

•

Over half of respondents would consider attending a
group for over 55s to continue learning or to develop a
new skill (54%)

•

One of the top two reasons respondents were
interested in a taster session was if they knew they
were going to learn something new (47%)

•

Overall, qualitative participants liked the idea of taking
an existing skill or interest, and doing it with a group of
friends, provided it was convenient and local. One
participant highlighted that keeping your brain active
in this way can prevent diseases like dementia
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REACHING OUT TO NEW AUDIENCES
2) Don't lead with retirement as key message to attract
younger audiences
Prioritise messaging around keeping your brain active
through learning new skills, staying healthy, keeping busy
and meeting new people. Health-focused messaging
would be interesting for U3A to explore, and could lead
to braver statements around brain activity and health.

• The top reasons people would consider attending an
interest group for over 55s were that they want to keep
their brain active (75%), like learning new things (74%)
and want the opportunity to meet other people (47%)
• All qualitative respondents most liked the message that
U3A can keep your brain active. Some also liked that
keeping mentally active can combat dementia
• The majority of qualitative respondents did not yet
associate with retirement or old age, and did not like
brands like 'Saga’
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REACHING OUT TO NEW AUDIENCES
3) Tap into existing apps and local community websites
as well as social media pages
To attract new younger members U3As could tap into
well-used channels to attract new members. Third Age
Trust could communicate this to local U3As through an
email ask, or creation of a ‘How to’ guide.
The fact that U3As are local is valuable to attendees, so
should be promoted. Through apps, participants can set
up reminders for classes which could also overcome time
management challenges.

•

Qualitative research showed participants discovered
activities through apps with local filters like Meet Up
or Next Door. They also looked at local community
social media pages and newspapers

•

Participants were more likely to attend something that
was local and convenient to them. One participant
based in London, specifically noted that he was
excited for his free 60+ travel card, as it will enable
him to get out and about more

•

Regular attendance was seen as challenging for
respondents and 19% wouldn't attend a group
because they can't regularly commit to it
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REACHING OUT TO NEW AUDIENCES
4) Offer pay-as-you-go sessions without membership
commitment
Younger audiences wanted a lower level of commitment
and cost effective options to cater for a busy schedule.
Providing a smaller scale involvement option e.g. a
membership band with fewer groups included, or drop
ins for those interested in becoming members, could
overcome this. This could be trialled on a pilot basis.

•

Qualitative participants generally were pressed for
time while still managing full or part time jobs, so
couldn't commit regularly, despite their enthusiasm.
They expressed frustration at paying for a termly or
annual membership and losing money due to
competing priorities

•

Younger quantitative respondents (aged 55-60) were
more motivated to attend an interest group because
they want to get out and about (60% of the lower age
bracket found this, compared to 47% of the older age
bracket) which shows that appetite for the right
activity is there
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REACHING OUT TO NEW AUDIENCES
5) Update the look and feel to reflect younger audiences
People want to join groups with like-minded people and
people ‘like them’, the website imagery needs to
reflect this. Updating visuals to reflect a more diverse
audience, including a range of ages and backgrounds,
would incentivise more people to feel that U3A is for
people like them.
Imagery could be crowd sourced from existing groups, or
a photo competition could be run for existing members
to gather options for use.

•

Respondents were incentivised by the idea of meeting
people similar to them and 39% would be motivated
to go to a taster session for an interest group by
knowing that there are people ‘they would relate to’

•

Qualitative research showed people were interested in
meeting 'like-minded people' or 'people like me', and
that this would be an incentive for attending an
interest group
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NEXT STEPS

•

U3A to review report and share any thoughts
or questions

•

U3A to wrap recommendations into current
branding work and possible future
communications work

•

Forster and U3A to hold end of project wrap
up call in March to discuss if further support
is needed
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1. SUMMARY OF NOTABLE
RESPONSES FROM QUANTITATIVE
RESEARCH
The following slides summarise the findings for
the standard responses and the most interesting
splits for all ten questions conducted in the
quantitative survey.

Demographic: UK 55-70 year olds
Respondents: 500
Splits: age (55-60, 61-70), gender (men and
women), region, retired/ not retired
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QUESTIONS ASKED
1) What are your interests?
2) Do you currently, or would you consider attending a group or
class for over 55s to continue learning or to develop a new skill?
3) If answered yes to 2, What is your reason for
attending/wanting to attend a group or class for over 55s
to continue learning or to develop a new skill? Tick all that apply
4) If answered no to 2, Why don’t you or wouldn’t you attend a
group or class for over 55s to continue learning or to develop a
new skill?
5) How much would you pay for annual membership of a group or
society related to your interests where you could socialise and
meet with other people like you?

6) What sort of people do you think attend classes and groups for
over 55s to learn something or develop a new skill?
7) Which of the following would motivate you to go to an open
evening/taster session for a group
8) How much do you agree or disagree with the following
statement? ‘Retirement is a good time to learn something new or
develop a skill you have not had the chance to before’
9) Have you ever heard of the University of the Third Age (U3A),
been a member or attended a class or group?
10) What do you think of the name University of the Third Age
(free text)
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Q1: WHAT ARE YOUR INTERESTS?
• Top interests included reading (72%), listening to
music (70%), watching films (62%) and
exercising/cycling/ walking (54%)

• Those who were retired (66%) were more
interested in gardening than those not retired
(55%)

• More of those who were not retired were
interested in playing sports (14%) than those
who were retired (10%). People may feel that
they only have the headspace for exercise while
working, but that you have time for a wider
range of interests, beyond health, after you retire
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Q2: DO YOU CURRENTLY, OR WOULD YOU CONSIDER ATTENDING A GROUP OR
CLASS FOR OVER 55S TO CONTINUE LEARNING OR TO DEVELOP A NEW SKILL?
•

Over half would consider attending (54%). Just under a
fifth wouldn’t (24%)

More of the lower age bracket would consider
attending a group or class (58%) than the older age
bracket (50%)

•

Northern Ireland had the most participants that
currently attended (13%)

More women (57%) than men (50%) would consider
attending a group or class

•

North East (63%) and South East (61%) were the two
regions with the highest percentage of participants
who would attend

More people who are not retired (56%) would
consider attending a group, compared to 51% of those
who are retired

•

However marginally more of those who are retired
currently do attend a group (3%) compared to 2% non
retired

•

Only 2% of participants currently attend a group for
over 55s to continue learning or develop a new skill

•
•
•
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Q3: IF YES, WHAT IS YOUR REASON FOR ATTENDING/WANTING TO ATTEND A
GROUP OR CLASS FOR OVER 55S TO CONTINUE LEARNING OR TO DEVELOP A
NEW SKILL?
• The top reasons people would attend a group were
because they want to keep their brain active (75 %),
they like learning new things (74%), they want to get
out and about (53%) and they want the opportunity to
meet other people (47%)
• The younger age bracket (60%) were more keen to
attend to get out and about compared to the older age
group (47%)
•

The older age bracket are more motivated by the
group being specifically designed for people their age
(40%) compared to the younger age bracket (31%)

•

A higher percentage of men (81%) than women (71%)
would attend because they ‘wanted to keep their brain
active’

•

More women (49%) than men (43%) wanted to meet
people their age. More women (39%) than men (32%)
want a group to be specifically designed for people
their age, showing women were more motivated by
the social aspect

• People who are retired were more incentivised by all
the reasons given for attending (e.g. meeting new
people, structure, keeping brain active, to learn new
things and designed for people by age) than those not
retired
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Q4: IF NO, WHY DON’T YOU OR WOULDN’T YOU ATTEND A GROUP OR CLASS
FOR OVER 55S TO CONTINUE LEARNING OR TO DEVELOP A NEW SKILL?
•

•

The top reasons people wouldn’t attend a group were because •
they didn’t want to develop a skill (33%), they like to learn on
their own (27%), they would rather spend money on something
else (25%) and they can’t commit to attending a class regularly •
(19%)
More of the older age bracket (16%) wouldn’t feel comfortable
attending a group for the first time on their own, compared to
the younger age group (6%)
•

•

More women (14%) than men (10%) wouldn’t feel comfortable
attending a group for the first time on their own

•

The younger age group (34%) were more interested in learning •
on their own than older group (22%) and would rather spend
their money on something else (28%) than older group (24%)
•

More men (18%) wouldn’t attend a class because they don’t
want to continue learning than women (14%)
More men (31%) wouldn’t attend a class because they like
learning on their own compared to women (22%), they also
didn’t want to develop a skill (37% of men, compared to 28% of
women)
More of those not yet retired don’t want to continue learning
(20%) than those who are retired (12%), and would rather
spend their money on something else (33% compared to 18% of
those who are retired)
More of those not yet retired don’t want to develop a skill
(22%) compared to those retired (40%)
100% of participants from the East Midlands did not want to
develop a skill and 56% did not want to continue learning,
compared to significantly lower percentages from all other
regions
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Q5: HOW MUCH WOULD YOU PAY FOR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP OF A GROUP
OR SOCIETY RELATED TO YOUR INTERESTS WHERE YOU COULD SOCIALISE AND
MEET WITH OTHER PEOPLE LIKE YOU?
• The highest response (30%) was that people
wouldn’t pay anything for annual membership
• Second highest group (21%) would pay £11-25
• The average survey respondent would pay £16.82
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Q6: WHAT SORT OF PEOPLE DO YOU THINK ATTEND CLASSES AND GROUPS
FOR OVER 55S TO LEARN SOMETHING OR DEVELOP A NEW SKILL?
• The top responses for the sort of people
respondents thought attended groups were
people who are fully retired (54%), people who
are lonely (51%), people who already have
friends there (38%), and those older than me
(30%)
• Men think that the sort of people who attend
groups or classes are more educated than them
(14% compared to 9% of women)
• Women think that the sort of people who attend
groups are people who already have friends
there (41% of women, compared to 34% of men)

• More people who are retired think that people
who are fully retired attend (58%), compared to
those who are not yet retired, of whom 51%
think that people who are fully retired attend
• More people who are retired think that the sort
of people who attend already have friends there
(43%) compared to 33% of people who are not
retired
• More people who are retired think that people
who are lonely attend (54%) compared to 49%
people who are not retired
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Q7: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD MOTIVATE YOU TO GO TO AN OPEN
EVENING/TASTER SESSION FOR A CLASS OR GROUP RELATED TO LEARNING
SOMETHING OR DEVELOPING A NEW SKILL?
•

The top reasons people would be motivated to go to
an open evening or taster session for a group were
that the class would be fun and that you would learn
something new (47%), followed by the fact it was free
(45%) and that there would be people there you could
relate to (39%)

• The younger age bracket were more motivated (16%)
than older age bracket by the possibility of a
qualification (10%). This is also reflected in pre-retired
(15%) and already retired (8%)
•

•

People who were retired were more motivated to go
to a taster session by the opportunity to socialise
(30%) compared to 23% of those not retired

•

Those who were not retired were more motivated by
the chance that the class could lead to a qualification
(16%) compared to those retired (8%)

•

Those retired were more motivated by knowing that
others there would have a similar level of knowledge
(39%) compared to those not retired (31%)

Women (51%) are more motivated by fun than men
(42%) and by a class being free (54%) than men (34%)
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Q8: HOW MUCH DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENT? ‘RETIREMENT IS A GOOD TIME TO LEARN SOMETHING NEW OR
DEVELOP A SKILL YOU HAVE NOT HAD THE CHANCE TO BEFORE’
• 75% of respondents either strongly agreed or
somewhat agreed that ‘retirement is a good time
to learn something new or develop a skill you
have not had the chance to before’
• Only 2% strongly or somewhat disagreed with the
statement

• More men than women neither agreed nor
disagreed (28% men compared to 19% men)
• There were no significant differences in responses
between the two age groups or between the
retired compared to pre-retired

• 22% of respondents neither agreed nor disagreed
• More women than men strongly agreed with the
statement (39% of women compared to 31% of
men)
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Q9 AND 10: HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE
(U3A), BEEN A MEMBER OR ATTENDED A CLASS OR GROUP? WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THE NAME UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE?
•

Out of all respondents, seven were U3A members,
26% of respondents had heard of it but never
attended and 70% had not heard of it

•

Participants who were members and attended were in
London and the West Midlands

•

149 shared written responses in the free text box. We
analysed the text and found the two most common
responses were:

o ‘Othering’ – some felt like the name sounded
weird, cultish, associated with the new age, third
world, third eye or hippies
•

There were a few free text responses that suggested
that they felt the name or idea didn’t apply to them,
including one response that said the pictures all look
‘middle class’

o People understood the activity as an educational
group for older people/ the opportunity of
learning in later life (n.b. this was synonymously
referred to as retired, not pre-retired)
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OVERVIEW
The following slides summarise the findings for
qualitative interviews. The discussion guide
covered:
• Section one: Experience, motivators and
barriers to planning/ attending interest groups
• Section two: Influencing factors on
individual’s decision making
• Section three: Thinking about ‘third age’
and retirement
• Section four: Understanding and messaging
around U3A
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QUALITATIVE – SECTION ONE: EXPERIENCE, MOTIVATORS AND BARRIERS
ATTENDING INTEREST GROUPS
• Of the twelve participants, six did currently attend an
interest group and six didn’t. Of the six that did, these
were predominately to do with health, fitness and
exercise rather than skills or learning

• Participants who were single or widowed were more
inclined to attend to meet new people. Those with a
partner or busy family life felt overall they didn’t need
a group to do the activities they enjoy

• One respondent was part of a group called ‘45 and not
grumpy’, which had a similar range of interest activities
for an age group as U3A have

• Those who don’t attend interest groups themselves
didn’t have any perception of those who did. Generally
they thought it was a good thing and that it is for
people with an existing interest. One participant noted
it was for people ‘with time on their hands’

• Respondents were happy to try something that friends
were not going to, provided it was accessible and local,
and ‘cost-effective’ or free. Many who were working
full or part time felt they wouldn’t have time for it

• Participants were not incentivised by a possibility of a
qualification. Most felt like it might be for others but
not them, or it wasn’t something they needed at this
point in their life
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QUALITATIVE – SECTION TWO: INFLUENCING FACTORS ON
INDIVIDUAL’S DECISION MAKING
• Respondents currently spend free time with
family and friends. Some also volunteer or
exercise
• The majority of participants were influenced by
word of mouth and tried things recommended
by friends, but also learned about things online,
or were inspired by TV, local newspapers or apps
they have, including Next Door and Meet up
• Participants were motivated to attend interest
groups or classes if they were local and
convenient. Ease of travel and location e.g.
parking spaces or a free travel pass, influenced
their decisions and inclination to attend

• Overall, participants liked the idea of taking an
existing skill or interest, and doing it with a group
of friends, provided it was convenient and local.
One participant highlighted that keeping your
brain active in this way ‘can prevent diseases like
dementia’
• Participants by and large did not recall any
examples of groups they had seen advertised for
older people, because they do not identify with
that age category so wouldn't have thought it for
them
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QUALITATIVE – SECTION THREE: THINKING ABOUT ‘THIRD AGE’
AND RETIREMENT
• Most participants were a few years off from
retirement and very few had started planning for
it
• There was a general response of pros and cons in
attitudes towards it. A number of participants
were concerned about ending up stuck on the
sofa watching TV all day, while others were
looking forward to the freedom for travel and
more time with family, and not having to
commute or go to work

• Largely participants identified with ‘middle age’
or ‘the prime of their life’ over old age, very few
identified themselves in relation to retirement.
Two expressed specific health concerns that they
felt were connected to growing older. Some also
expressed concerns about money through
retirement

• Everyone thought it was a good idea to learn a
new skill in retirement, but very few people had
thought about what they wanted this to be
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QUALITATIVE – SECTION FOUR: UNDERSTANDING AND MESSAGING
AROUND U3A
•

Most participants hadn't heard of the University of the
Third Age. The two that had knew friends or parents
that had attended. For the one who had a parent who
attended, she saw the group as for participants much
older than herself

•

All participants thought it was a good idea for people
in later life to get together in interest groups to learn
to develop skills, but most spoke about this as if the
stage described someone older/ other than them –
they did not associate with it

•

All participants seemed to understand what the name
meant when asked to think about it, but most were
initially confused and thought it needed clarification.
Some thought it was weird and reminiscent of 'Third
world' or ‘New age'. Others thought it was clever, but
didn't feel that they wanted a university now

•

When read a series of messages about the benefits of
participating in a U3A, most felt that keeping your
brain active, meeting new people and having fun were
the most persuasive. Some felt patronised by the idea
of using it to develop your education

•

A number of participants were interested in finding
out more about U3A after the call
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THANK YOU
For more information please contact Sophie Marjoram or Alice Jaffe
sophie@forster.co.uk
alicej@forster.co.uk
0207 4032230
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